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Perdido Key is a small island located south of Pensacola in Pensacola Bay, In 1977-78 
the last five eastern miles of the key were purchased by the National Park Service 
and together with Rosamund Johnson Beach completed the Johnson Beach Area of Gulf 
Islands National Seashore.

Presently the key is characterized by dunes and dune-related vegetation. Several 
small live oak/scrub pine hammocks exist on the northern shore of the key.

The Perdido Key Historic District is located on the eastern end of Perdido Key. 
Located in the district are three coast artillery batteries, a sea wall and foundations 
for military support facilities. All of these structures have been heavily affected 
by sand movement and vandalism. Two of the coastal batteries are buried in sand as 
is most of the sea wall. The top of the newest battery has received heavy usage as 
a dune buggy launching pad and is severely deteriorated.

The original appearance of the Perdido Key Historic District has been documented 
in maps drawn by U.S. Engineers in 1828—the beginning of the historic period. 
At that time the key was much longer and the "pond" seen on today's maps was 
actually a lagoon. The key was also connected to the mainland and was really 
more a peninsula than an island.

The movement of sand from east to west (littoral drift) is largely responsible for 
the changed appearance of Perdido Key and the undermining of Ft. McRee which once 
sat on its eastern end.

The three coastal batteries located in the historic district are Slemmer, Center, 
and 233. Slemmer was built in 1898 and mounted two 8" rifles on disappearing 
carriages. The battery is completely buried today and only the outline of one 
gun pit can be discerned. Battery 233 was built on top of the other gun pit. 
Battery Center was begun in 1899 and mounted four 15" rapid fire guns. The battery 
today is largely covered with sand.

Battery 233 was built on high ground in 1940 and was designed to mount two 6" 
shield guns on barbette carriages. The casemated supply and storage rooms were 
built in the shape of a "T" and the top of the battery buffered with sand and 
camouflaged with vegetation.

A pentagonal shaped concrete sea wall was built around the historic district 
following the construction of Slemmer and Center. Most of this wall is now covered 
with sand as are the foundations of supply rooms, latrines, etc, A water pump 
windmill still stands next to Battery Slemmer.

The site of Ft. McRee, began in 1828, is thought to be somewhere in the middle of 
the channel leading into Pensacola Bay. Attempt to locate the site by comparing 
historic and modern maps has not been successful. No above'-ground remains are left 
of this fortification.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Perdido Key Historic District encompasses the elements of the last link in the 
triangular coastal defense of Pensacola harbor. The fortifications on the key, Santa 
Rosa Island and the mainland, when evaluated together, are of national significance.

The history of the key first becomes recorded in 1821 when the Spanish government 
transferred "Fosters Bank" as the key was then known, to the United States Government. 
In 1828 proposals were made by Corps of Engineer Officers to construct a fortification 
on Fosters Bank. This fort, named McRee after a Corps of Engineers Officer, was to 
command the western side of the deep-water channel into Pensacola Bay and along with 
Ft. Pickens on Santa Rosa Island and Ft. Barrancas on the mainland, effectively defend 
the harbor and the city from enemy attack. The kidney-bean shaped fort was designed 
to mount 80 guns in two tier casemates and 53 guns en barbette.

Early in 1861 Confederate forces moved into Fts. Barrancas and McRee. Union troops, 
hastily evacuated from Barrancas, took up their position at Ft. Pickens. On Nov. 22, 
1861 at 10 a.m. Union and Confederate forces bombarded each other from the three 
forts and from two Union ships. "By noon the guns of Ft. McRee were silenced, with 
the exception of one; and three hours before sunset the fort and the adjoining battery 
ceased firing entirely." McRee was badly damaged and never fired another shot during 
the Civil War.

Following the war, the precarious position McRee held on the eastern end of the key 
deteriorated and by the early 1890 f s all but one archway had tumbled into the Gulf 
of Mexico. By the time the Corps of Engineers decided to build coastal batteries 
on Perdido Key, McRee was no more. The name has remained, however, and is still in 
use today.

Battery Slemmer was the first of three batteries built on the key between 1898 and 
1940. Batteries were the new alternative to forts. Slemmer mounted only two guns 
but each had a range of over five miles. Center, built after Slemmer, mounted rapid 
fire "torpedo" guns designed to accost fast-moving enemy ships. Construction 233 
was never armed totally but was capable of mounting two 6" shield cannons.
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These three batteries, and those built during the same years on Santa Rosa 
Island maintained an effective defense of Pensacola Bay as had their pre 
decessors, the brick forts. Men of the 13th Coast Artillery Corps (CAC) 
practiced during these years on the big guns. During World War I, Pensacola 
boasted the second most heavily defended harbor in the country.

By 1946 the Perdido Key Historic district had ceased to be used for military 
purposes. The sand began shifting and Slemmer and Center were soon buried. 
The Navy maintained harbor lights on the Key for many years. Today access is 
limited to those in boats or four-wheel drive v/ehicles. The latter have created 
much undesirable erosion on Battery 233. Now that the Key has fallen under the 
jurisdiction of the National Park Service, protection of this historic area and 
eventual rehabilitation and interpretation of it's structures and sites will 
follow.

The seawall that encloses the historic district was constructed about 1899. It 
provides a visual barrier and includes within its bounds the remains of the three 
batteries that contributed to the defense of the Pensacola harbor.
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